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A Word from The Membership Secretary 
Bryan Bradwell 

Dear Member, 

As I’m sure you are aware the new 

General Data Protection Regulations 

(GDPR) come into effect on Friday 25th 

May 2018.  As part of the new regulations 

we need to inform you what data we hold 

for you, and how we will, or won’t use it.    

The information we hold is safely & 

securely stored. It is used solely by Totley 

AC to manage your membership in the 

best possible way. The information held 

includes: 

• Name & Addresses   

• Telephone Number & Email 

addresses   

• DOB  

• Bank Details (if paid via Direct Debit/ Bank Transfer)  

 Certain aspects of your data are shared internally within the club for the following 

purposes:  

• Name and Address        Club Magazine delivery  

• Name, Telephone number, email, DOB  Captains (race organisation)  

• Name           Colin White – Race organisation  

Totley AC will never pass on or sell this information to any third parties, without 

your consent.    You have the right to request details of the information we hold on 

you and how we store it, if you wish to do this please email 

membership@Totleyac.org.uk with the subject: Subject Access Request.   
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RunAndTalk 2018 

Tom Ricketts 

Mental health problems are common. With one in four of us experiencing a mental 

health problem at some time in our lives, if you have not had problems yourself you 

almost certainly know someone who has. 

Physical activity is helpful for mental health problems. In particular there is strong 

evidence that moderate levels of exercise help people with a diagnosis of depression, 

with particular benefits of physical activity in green spaces (fell running anyone?). 

Unfortunately some of the difficulties associated with mental health problems can make 

it harder to get started, continue, or return to running. For instance a lack of energy, 

difficulties with motivation, and loss of confidence may all get in the way. 

England Athletics has developed an excellent mental health programme that aims to 

encourage more people to start and continue running, by supporting clubs to become 

more welcoming to people with mental health problems. RunAndTalk sessions are 

promoted twice a year as part of a national mental health campaign. 

On 1st February 2018 Totley’s Thursday morning group at Millhouses Park organised 

a RunAndTalk session. The aim was to promote the Thursday group as welcoming for 

everyone, supportive and friendly. We contacted the local mental health Trust, Sheffield 

Mind, and advertised the session through the club and in Millhouses café. After a few 

words of welcome at 9.30am we had our usual hour session, but with a particular 

emphasis on chatting about the mental health benefits of running during the session and 

afterwards in the cafe.  

People commented: 

‘I found the partner work and pyramids inclusive as people could run at their own pace.’ 

‘I’d never run before and this is my tenth week. Great fun, great people, great exercise 

and at 51 years old I’ve just signed up for my first 5k run. It’s been a positive boost to 

my whole week.’  
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‘A lovely sense of camaraderie. The stress busting effects of running in nature. The 

chance to practice exercises that make me laugh whilst improving my technique. And 

the fact that I always leave with a smile on my face.’   

As a club we are already doing a lot of the things suggested by the RunAndTalk 

programme. Our Tuesday and Thursday evening sessions are welcoming, leaders look 

out for new attenders, runners loop back for slower members of the group, and you can’t 

stop people chatting all the way round! Our Thursday morning Millhouses Park group 

welcomes new and returning runners who can make it during the day. People make 

lasting friendships within the club. 

So what more could we do? 

Talk: Start conversations about mental health with other club members. Just knowing 

it is okay to talk about mental health issues can be a great relief to some people. 

Listen: Be willing to listen to people’s concerns and ask open questions (especially at 

the bottom of a hill!)  

Check in: Run leaders checking in with new group members during and at the end of 

their session and encouraging them to come to the next session. 

Support: Noticing if a friend from the club has ‘gone off the radar’. Contacting them 

to see if they are injured, or just need some support (or a lift) to come to the next club 

session. 

Your ideas here… What else should we be doing to make Totley AC even more 

beneficial for our collective mental health? 

The next RunAndTalk week is in October, to coincide with World Mental Health Day. 

The Thursday morning Millhouses Park group will be organising another RunAndTalk 

session. Everyone is welcome. 

See www.englandathletics.org/clubs--community/runandtalk/runandtalk-campaigns 

#RunAndTalk 

http://www.englandathletics.org/clubs--community/runandtalk/runandtalk-campaigns
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Kit 

Hoodies and long sleeve t-shirts can now be ordered through: 

https://www.kitlocker.com/yourclub/club/athletics/totley-ac 

Hoodies 

 
Available in 3 colours - grey, green and 

pink. 

Totley AC logo on the front. 

Totley AC on the back. 

Price £16.88. 

Can be personalised with your initials 

for an extra £2.50. 

 

Long Sleeve T-Shirt 

Available in male and female fit. 

 

Totley AC logo on the front. 

 

Totley AC on the back. 

 

Price £10.36. 

 

Can be personalised with your initials for 

an extra £2.50. 

 
 

(Estimated delivery times for all orders is 4-6 weeks.) 

https://www.kitlocker.com/yourclub/club/athletics/totley-ac
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The YVAA 
Yvonne Twelvetree 

Totley Ac is affiliated to Yorkshire Athletics Association and we take part in the 

YAA  Cross Country and Road Championships. For our members who are 35 years 

plus we are also affiliated to the Yorkshire Veteran Athletics association; the 

YVAA. 

The YVAA promotes running events for veteran athletes in Track & Field, Road, 

Multi-terrain, Fell and Cross Country. These events include an annual Grand Prix 

Series and a programme of Championship races, catering for women and men over 

35 who are members of England Athletics affiliated clubs within Yorkshire . 

(Yorkshire means North, South, East and West Yorkshire.)  

About the Association 

They organise up to 10 Grand Prix multi-terrain races per year and Championship 

Races at Cross Country, Track & Field, 5k, 10k, 10 miles, Half-marathon, 15 miles , 

a  Fell  and a Road Relay Championship.  Details of all of these can be found on 

their website. 

The Grand Prix races frequently have over 200 runners and are a great social as well 

as competitive outing.  Each one is organised as a specialist veteran race by one of 

the associated clubs and YVAA  try to spread them out across the region as much 

as possible. 

The Championship races are mostly incorporated within Open Events which are 

being run anyway. For Totley runners over 35 years, this gives an opportunity to 

win two awards; one as the age group winner of the Open Race and also as the 

Yorkshire Age Group winner. You may see on entry forms an additional tick box 

for runners who are eligible to be a Yorkshire Age Group winner.  

Half Marathon Championship: Ackworth 

Monday, April 2 @ 09:30 
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5 mile Championship: Haworth 

Thursday, June 7 @ 19:30 

10 mile Championship: Eccup 

Sunday, July 1 @ 09:30 

5 km Championship: Huddersfield 

Thursday, July 19 

10 km Championship:  Halifax (Helen Windsor 10k) 

Wednesday, July 4th, 19:15 

Track & Field Championship: Spenborough 

Sunday, September 23 

15 mile Championship: Holmfirth 

Sunday, October 21 

Fell Championship: Meltham 

November TBC  

Editor’s Note: Most of these races have unfortunately passed due to delays in 

magazine publication, but please look out for next year’s events 

I Used to do Cross Country at School and 
Hated it… 

…so what Possessed me? 

Marcus Adams 

I am not sure exactly how it happened but in autumn 2017 Steve Franklin 

persuaded me to enter the South Yorkshire winter cross country league series – and 

then the Yorkshire XC Championships at Lightwater Valley, near Ripon early this 

year. “It will be fun” he said! 
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At school when I was in my early teens I experienced the ‘joy’ of cross country first 

hand. Usually a 2 mile route through the woods near my school in the freezing cold 

(this was in Buxton, by the way, which has its very own micro-climate!), often 

stopping for a crafty cigarette on the way. Thankfully it was usually made a little 

more bearable (and this was the only positive aspect for me) by the opportunity to 

get an early hot shower before the football and rugby lads arrived back (not pleasant 

to share showers with!).  

I couldn’t do all of the races in the end but I duly turned up on 15th October at 

Longley Park, near the Northern general (a park I didn’t know existed). It was 

freezing cold and windy. In spite of this most competitors were dressed in club vest 

and ‘short’ shorts crew (men) crop tops and ‘short’ shorts (women). It looked 

serious. There were also large numbers of youth categories with youngsters of 

varying ages hurtling round like loons. Thankfully a few more Totley runners (male 

and female)  appeared so I started to relax a bit when I saw some familiar and 

friendly faces. A quick walk of the course revealed the hilly nature of the course 

with its steep up and downhill sections. After a quick recce I nervously put on my 

brand new XC spikes (bought especially) and braced myself for what was to come. 

The race itself was several laps long with good support all the way round. There 

had not been a lot of rain and so the ground was fairly firm with only a little 

mud….however the pace was brutal. It was like running a 10k race flat out but over 

rough terrain – not at all like a fell race where I find . To my dismay large numbers 

of fellow competitors streamed past me on my final lap and my legs started to 

scream ‘enough is enough’. I pushed on and crossed the finish line feeling ….… 

well ……. ’jubilant’ would be one way to describe how I felt. I was way back in 

the field though – such a high standard of runner taking part. 

Next race was on 29th October at the aptly named Winter Hill at Kimberworth. 

Another cold, wet and windy day, and the ground was frozen solid to boot. The rain 

was coming down in stair rods before the race and the Totley runners were all 

huddled together in a tent as we waited for the race start time. Eventually a couple 

venture out to ‘warm up’….not me! Eventually someone asked if we were not 

running as we were still huddled in the tent as everyone else was lining up at the 

start line. We reluctantly made our way out into the rain which miraculously 
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stopped as we joined the other runners at the start. Another multi loop and very hilly 

race ensued, also including several crossings of foul smelling liquid mud filled ditch 

(with ice on the top) several times (it reminded me of the bit in the film Shawshank 

Redemption when Andy Dufresne crawls through the sewer to escape the prison!). 

I made it to the finish line (again having been overtaken by lots of other runners) 

and felt…….well…….jubilant again!    

Roll forward then to 6th January 2018 and The Yorkshire XC Championships at 

Lightwater Valley in. I think I was only invited to provide moral support for an 

‘elite’ Totley mens team consisting of Steve Franklin, David Milns, Sam Mellor, 

Frazer Davies, Neil Stabbs and Alisdair Buckley. We all gathered in the Totley AC 

tent – guess what, it was freezing cold again (kind of a trend developing!). 

Unfortunately, having not felt under pressure Alisdair wasn’t able to make it and so 

I found myself in the ‘elite’ team – yes….I know…..me! The course was brilliant, 
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very muddy, hilly, 6 times past the finish line! On my fourth lap, I was overtaken 

by Steve Franklin, and I realised that I just had to hang on and give it my very best 

shot. The support all round the rote was amazing and with my legs screaming again 

I crossed the finish line feeling…jubilant’ and high fiving my ‘elite’ team mates 

who were standing in a row waiting for me at the finish (I think they had been home 

had a shower and got changed!). It was awesome! 

I’ll be doing cross country again next winter. It is full on, and hard…. but crikey 

you get a real buzz out of it. Hopefully, we can round up a few more Totley 

members to take part – you won’t regret it, and it’s a good excuse to buy new 

trainers/spikes! 
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Mums on the Run 
Carla Gibbons 

A group of us have set up a kind of bumps and babies session where we meet at 

the club hut on a Tuesday morning. Most weeks we've had a running session on the 

field and a walk group who have headed up on to the Moors. Followed by a cuppa 

and catch up at the club hut.  

For me it's been a great way to keep in touch with the social benefits of being in a 

club as I find evening runs with the club are hard to fit in with a baby and toddler.  

A walking warmup or the short drive to the hut is often enough to settle the babies 

to sleep. We then park the babies up under the Veranda at the pavilion and do an 

improver style session. Week one was surging along stretch of grass in front of the 

club pavilion with regular rest breaks to check in on the babies. Week two was a 

kind of Kenyan hills run from the bottom of the field to the top continuously for 5 

min before handing the baton to the next Mummy to run. Recovery breaks to rock 

the buggies to resettle or singing nursery rhymes to entertain as necessary.  

We hope to keep these sessions over the summer so get in touch if you'd like to join 

us. Babies and bumps are optional! Anyone who fancies a daytime run, walk or 

even just a social cuppa with us is more than welcome. Run/ walk 9:30am Tea at 

10:30ish. 

Editor’s Note: Due to delays in publication these sessions are unlikely to be 

currently active, but this has been included in the hope that it will provide ideas 

and inspiration for the future. 
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The Polar Night Half Marathon 
Carlene Rowson 

The Polar Night Half Marathon takes place in Tromsø, in the far North of 

Norway, approximately 400 Km above the arctic circle. The event happens in early 

January each year, at which time the sun never rises above the horizon. I was 

attracted to the race by images of running beneath the northern lights, deep snow 

and wood fired saunas.  

I travelled with a group of friends, after much discussion and preparation regarding 

appropriate kit, we finally flew to Tromsø from Manchester, changing in Oslo. The 

flight to Oslo is about 2 hours and a further 2 hours from Oslo onwards to Tromsø. 

Tromsø is a beautiful city, surrounded by steep mountains and fjords. I had expected 

it to have an outpost/back of beyond feel but instead, despite its small size and 

remote location, it is a hub of culture with a rich history. 

When we arrived in Tromsø it felt as if we had entered a winter wonderland…even 

by Norwegian standards they had been having a particularly snowy winter.  It was 

not total 24 hour darkness, there were several hours of “twilight” around midday, 

the “blue hour”. The race started at 3pm on Saturday, by which time it was, 

however, fully dark again. The temperature was around -6, roughly average for the 

time of year. As Tromsø is situated by the coast, it is warmer than expected for the 

latitude.  The race itself is on road; surfaces were covered by a few inches of snow 

with some underlying icy patches. I think just about every runner wore spikes on 

their shoes. I used Icespikes (screw on spikes) which seemed to work reasonably 

well and were a popular choice.  

Over 2100 people took part in the race this year, approximately 900 of these were 

foreign runners from 56 different countries, coming to experience running in artic 

conditions. The atmosphere was good with a reasonable crowd of spectators at the 

start, braving the sub-zero conditions.  The event kicked off with a pre- race warm 

up, consisting of a choreographed dance routine to techno/pop music (I was too 

preoccupied with avoiding standing on other people’s feet to be particularly warmed 

by this). The first few miles of the race were enjoyable and picturesque, running 
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alongside wooden houses 

cheerily lit with 

traditional Scandinavian 

window lights, with 

candles lining the edges 

of the route. As the race 

left the confines of the 

city the conditions 

became much more 

exposed with a biting side 

wind. At this point I 

managed to fall into one 

of the deep snow drifts 

piled at the edges of the 

route while attempting to 

get past another runner; it 

was a soft landing, but I 

got covered in snow.  

The route is out and back 

to the airport. To one side 

there was sea and distant 

snow-capped mountains, 

although hard to make out 

in the darkness, to our 

other side were residential 

buildings becoming sparser the further we ran.  The sky was very overcast so there 

were no visible stars and no chance of seeing the northern lights. The aurora can be 

bright enough to be seen from the city, but clear skies are needed. We left the crowds 

far behind as we left the city but there were occasional clusters of Norwegians 

outside homes shouting “hej-ja!-hej-ja!”, ringing cow bells as encouragement. I 

took every opportunity to use my limited Norwegian and encouraged other runners 

with “bra jobbat” (meaning good work) as often as possible. At the airport we zig-

zagged around a bit, passing less picturesque sights, such as the rental car park we 

had visited on our arrival the previous day.  The return to the city felt like a long 
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slog; the wind had picked up even further, running on spikes was becoming tiring 

and the route felt quite monotonous. I ran beside a French man whose enthusiastic 

swearing managed to enliven this section of the route for me.  It was a huge relief 

to finally make it back into the shelter of the city for the last few miles.  

After completing the race, you were provided with a foil blanket, a very attractive 

medal and various hot and cold beverages. There was even a tent with a fire to warm 

yourself by.  Race shirts were available for an extra cost.  I surprised myself by 

managing to get a reasonably good time 1 hour 47 minutes 55 s (11th in my age 

category). 

There is a lot to do in Tromsø, after the race we stayed a few days to visit the artic 

cathedral, polar museum and saw humpback whales.  Everything in Norway is 

extremely expensive (even the Southerners in our group we alarmed by the price 

for a glass of wine). We came prepared for this and brought as much food and other 

necessities with us as we could manage. Despite Tromsø having high levels of 

aurora activity its coastal location means there is often a lot of cloud cover.  We 

managed to see the Northern lights, but only briefly, during a break in the cloud 

cover.  

Overall the race was a very fun experience. I would recommend to anyone who 

wants to combine a trip to Tromsø with running in the cold and dark. If anyone does 

go, I would strongly recommend a sauna and massage following to try and counter 

act the effect of the cold on your muscles. I should also probably issue a disclaimer 

here and disclose that I am a running novice, and this was only the second half 

marathon I had ever run (the first was a few weeks before the Tromsø race).  For 

those interested in far northerly places there is also a midnight sun marathon that 

takes place in Tromsø in June. If Tromsø is not far North enough there is also the 

option of a marathon that takes place in Svalbard, requiring an armed polar bear 

guard.  
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How to Run 40 Miles in a Day 
Jenny Featherstone 

Some people write a list of the 40 things they’re going to do before they’re 40. 

That’s a lot of writing when you could be out running. I had a better idea: “Run” a 

list of 40 miles and make a day of it. So here it is: 

Mile 1: Pick a date. When your birthday’s in December, don’t pick your birthday. 

I chose my thirty nine and a half ish birthday at the end of May when the days are 

long and it’s not too hot. 

Mile 2:  Invite your best running buddies. This is the most important mile. They 

will encourage you, get excited with you, calm you when it’s all going wrong, 

pretend they’re feeling fine when they’re not, navigate for you when you realise 

you’re not very good at it, agree with you NOT to go through the cow field and 

forgive you when you have totally miscalculated mileage and times and can’t be 

there to meet them. They will hug you in celebration when you are sweaty and they 

will make you an AMAZING cake, even when it’s not your birthday. Running 

buddies are the BEST. 

Mile 3: Pick a route. Preferably well signed. I chose the Limestone Way, in reverse, 

Starting near the finish in Ilam and finishing nearer home in Castleton. 

Mile 4: Don’t run the route in reverse. You will miss the signs, all pointing the other 

way. 

Mile 5: Go to your starting point the night before. We drove out to the gorgeous 

Ilam Hall YHA for our own mini pasta party. 

Mile 6: Do not leave your car at the start point, unless you REALLY want to cycle 

40 miles the next day to pick it up! 

Mile 7: Start early. It will take longer than you think, especially if there are cows. 
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Mile 8: Plan a route involving lots of coffee shops. 

Mile 9: Don’t be disappointed when you can’t visit the coffee shops because the 

COWS led to a ma-hoo-sive diversion. 

Mile 10: Plant fresh running buddies at the coffee shops to join you on route. Even 

if you can’t make it to the coffee shop to drink the coffee, the fresh running buddies 

will pick you up! 

Mile 11: Be in good communicado with the running buddies. You will need it when 

you switch to plan B, or C... (because of the cows). 

Mile 12: Make sure one running buddy has a race the next day, then encourage him 

to meet you for lunch. You can bundle your tired out husband into his car and 

continue your 40 miles guilt free with gay abandon, safe in the knowledge he will 

now get his coffee and cake. 

Mile 13: Eat cheese on toast (after 26 miles. I don’t know if it works at any other 

point). I never eat orange cheese on white bread. Thanks for opening my eyes 

Woodbine cafe and fuelling me through the next 14 miles.  
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Mile 14: Also eat ALL THE TIME. After the buddies, this is the BEST thing about 

running 40 miles. I joyously rummaged around my back into the wondrous pouch 

of snacks every hour, pulling out bars, nuts, sweets. Nom nom. 

Mile 15: Carry lots of water. 

Mile 16: Don’t drink it all at once! 

Mile 17: You know the guy with the car? Persuade him to bring you water on route 

with a “We are dying. Please bring water!” text. Worked a treat. 

Mile 18: Carry spare pants. 

Dry pants half way is 

heavenly☺ 

Mile 19: In the words of Baz 

Luhrmann, “Wear sunscreen.” 

Unless you really like an 

uneven tan because only one 

arm had the sun on it ALL day 

in your one way route. 

Mile 20: Go slow. It’s a long 

way and you will be please 

when you can still run he last 

mile like Julie Andrews in the 

Sound of Music to celebrate 

your achievement. 

Mile 21: Train for it, but don’t 

worry if you haven’t. It’s your 

birthday, not a race! Fifteen 

miles a few weeks before and 

running to and from work 

wearing my bag to slow me 

down seemed to do the trick. 

Mile 22-38: Flies by! 
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Mile 39: Be prepared to be emotional... 

Mile 40: Whoop, cheer and jump for joy... or if you’re completely exhausted, just 

stop, right there, where the Strava says 40.0 miles, take a photo to prove it and say 

“That’s it, we can walk now!” Then totally overwhelm the little newsagents in 

Castleton with sweaty running bodies and over-consumption of cold fizzy drinks 

and icecream! 

I would highly recommend you invite all your lovely Totley friends to join you for 

a party to celebrate afterwards, but book somewhere that closes by 8pm; you will 

want your bed. 

Three Totley Ladies Conquer the 

Yorkshire Three Peaks! 
Claire Conway, Sally Nevitt & Becky Boston 

I think we were in a cosy cafe stuffing our faces with cake, post-long run and 

feeling slightly broken, when we came up with the idea to do an even longer, more 

hilly run! (How does this happen?!) After a bit of diary coordinating which, thanks 

to our busy conflicting schedules, actually resulted in some training time, we agreed 

a date mid-April. We felt sure the snow which we encountered on the top of 

Whernside in a February run would be gone by then, and it wouldn't be too hot 

either. Becky and I had the Grindleford Gallop coming up so I was pretty confident 

we would get enough long runs in and Sally managed some last minute training. I 

managed to completely drain my legs of all energy and wreck my feet two weeks 

prior at the Sheffield half marathon but recovered just in time, phew! 

Becky found us a nice Airbnb apartment in Ingleton, about 10 minutes drive from 

our planned start. Big bowls of pasta preceded the Friday night drive 

up, followed by some toast and peanut butter on arrival. I couldn't work out why I 

was so hungry given I'd had such a lazy week in preparation but Becky said it was 

'the fear' of the impending long run! This fear also resulted in a number of long 
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discussions about what to wear, what to carry, how many sandwiches to make, what 

to put in sandwiches, what was the best cereal bar for a warm day etc etc etc. 

So, the snow was gone but it was forecast to be 20°C: arghhh, I hate the heat when 

running! We planned to start at Ribblehead at 8:30am. We would definitely 

recommend this as you're immediately ahead of the crowds of walkers starting from 

the more popular Horton, and meant we could fill our water bottles about two thirds 

of the way round, which turned out to be very much needed in the warm weather. 
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There were also a couple of other places on route for water or snacks if you do the 

route and happen to need it. 

Watches started (Strava or it 

didn't happen!) we headed off 

on the slow, early-morning 

plod up Whernside, reaching 

the top within an hour. It felt 

great to tick off our first hill 

quickly and we were rewarded 

with views for miles around, 

all the way to the Lake District. 

We could also see our next two 

hills... although given how far 

away they looked I'm not sure 

this 

was particularly motivating! 

Trekking up the next hill we 

discussed the relative merits of 

cardiovascular fitness versus 

leg strength and on top 

of Ingleborough we chatted 

with some walkers in their late 

60s, one of whom had done the 

OMM 23 times, and another 

who organises the Welsh 1000 m peaks fell race! We felt suitably inspired by this 

and we started plotting possible future adventures. Obviously we had to get the 

Totley t-shirt out too (thanks Sally!) and posed for a few photos before a very long 

downhill stretch of lovely easy trail running in the glorious lunchtime sunshine; the 

forecast, for once, was spot on!   

Arriving at Horton we reapplied the sun cream, got some more water and did a bit 

more munching. It was a bit hotter at this point and I think we were starting to feel 

a little weary. Time for Becky to try out her energy-boosting caffeine Shot Bloks, 

and Sally to indulge in some Kendal mint cake! Suitably refuelled, it felt great to 

arrive on top of Pen-y-Ghent, our third and final Peak, followed by a 
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fantastic descent down the other side. It is a long stretch to the end from here so 

worth saving some energy, but I felt really springy still so I quite enjoyed it. There's 

also a little road section at the end with which isn't quite what your legs need at that 

stage! As I'd done a bit of looping back near the end I was well over 25 miles when 

we finished so while Becky and Sally chilled their weary feet in a cool stream I 

plodded off to round up to a full marathon. 

It felt like a great achievement to run the Yorkshire Three Peaks and thankfully 

there was a well placed ice cream van for a celebratory treat! It's a lovely day out, 

easy to follow route, easy running paths (barely a speck of mud on my new 

Speedcross!) and achievable for many Totleys. The whole route is about 1500 m 

climb over 24.5 miles and took us around 7 hours. I worked this out as being equal 

to two entire cakes each, so a worthwhile way to spend a sunny Saturday :) 
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10 Peaks Lake District Event 

30 miles off-road over 10 Peaks with 3200m of Climb 
Caryl Hartwright 

I have been reluctant to write for the magazine thinking that it would sound boring 

or boastful or both. But Sam persuaded me (and you can always skip it). So here 

goes...  

I heard about this event through Karen, a Smiley Paces runner, who did it last year 

in dreadful weather in about 19 hours. She loved it (weird). It did appeal to me (also 

weird) but I was nervous about doing it on my own. Son James to the rescue - he 

did half of the Joss Naylor challenge with me 4 years ago and enjoyed the sunshine 

of the Lakes & assumed that it’s always like that. I didn’t put him right as he offered 

to run the race with me at my pedestrian pace. So at the end of 2017, before either 

of us changed our minds I signed up and paid the steep fee.  

I went up three times from Easter onwards to recce in all weathers (thank you 

chauffeur Archie). James came up once when the weather was fine (typical). We 

had to dib at each of the 10 Peaks but the route between was up to us. On one recce, 

I was up at the top of Scafell Pike on my own on my birthday (sad). Couldn’t see a 

thing but I sorted out the route eventually after a wrong turn towards Wasdale when 

trying to find Sty Head via the corridor route. Idiot, but at least I knew not to do that 

again.  

The race started at 5am from Swirls car park below Helvellyn (Peak 1) and about 

100 of us gathered there. It was cold but clear and the forecast was good. In the pre-

race chat it was mentioned that one of the competitors had recently completed a 

double Bob Graham. What! How scared did that make me feel? At the whistle, 

James shot off until he remembered that he was supposed to be with me, then 

steadied himself to a more sensible pace. The first peak was straightforward 

although quite a climb up from the valley bottom and steep and rocky in places 

coming down. We seemed to be somewhere towards the back of the pack but 

definitely not last. The first water stop at Steel End was a nightmare - the air was a 
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black mist of midges. Unfortunately my body clock had by now told me it was time 

for the loo. Some handy bushes had to suffice, but it’s no fun to be covered with 

biting midges when in a compromised position I can tell you. However, we made 

the cut off time, and off we went again. 1 down, 9 to go.  

On up the long drag to High Raise (Peak 2) & pleased to manage our way through 

some riverside bog without going wrong and now starting to enjoy it (just a bit). A 

lovely downhill from High Raise until we crossed the river at the bottom and started 

on the route up to Bow Fell. I had reccied Billy’s Rake to cut a corner off several 

times, never quite finding the same route twice; but although slow going we had no 

problem with route finding this time, so now feeling more confident that the recce 

work was paying off. A bit of an out and back to the top of Bowfell (Peak 3) and 

Coming into Honister soon after the fall - grin or grimace?  
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we started to overtake a few with a good line down to Ore Gap and then the clear 

path up to Esk Pike (Peak 4). Going well so far and still picking off runners.  

Great End (Peak 5) is not an easy peak - it’s not clear which is the actual summit 

and the route is also not obvious but we did it OK and now starting to catch up with 

competitors doing the 50 mile route who started at 4am.  

The slog up to Scafell Pike was next (Peak 6) - not an attractive peak with all those 

hard, sharp boulders, and tourists at the top on what was by now a lovely sunny day. 

A good moment for me - the dibber here was manned by a marshal - James got there 

first (of course) but said to the marshal - I’ll let my Mum dib first. She said “YOUR 

MUM” in disbelief. Perhaps I should mention here that the start list gave everyone’s 

exact age. I was the only woman over 60 and the next oldest woman was 15 years 

younger than me. I was also older than all the men in the race.  

Down the corridor route and a lovely stream to fill up a bottle - it was very hot now 

- and down to Sty Head and its familiar stretcher box. Great Gable (Peak 7) and the 

last of the big ones was next. I now started to tire, felt short of breath on the climb 

to the top so much relieved to get it over with. We enjoyed the wonderful view 

down to Wast Water before heading down to Green Gable (Peak 8). Again, we were 

fine with the route and had brilliant views down to Buttermere and then it was 

grassy running more or less all the way to Honister and a much needed water stop.  

On the rocky path down to the bottom we met a stream of runners doing the 

Buttermere Horseshoe race - a British fell champ event. There were lots from Dark 

Peak, Bart Shaw from Totley, & I enjoyed cheering them on and getting Go Totley 

calls in return. But not such a good idea as I took my eye off the ball & fell heavily, 

bumping my head and chin on a rock and landing splat on the path. James & other 

runners scraped me off the ground and rather shakily I carried on down to the 

checkpoint which was only a couple of hundred metres away. Despite the fall we 

were well within the cut-off time here having continued to overtake others.  

My idea for Honister was to stop, have a little sit down, have some food and a nice 

cup of tea & a chat. My aim was to finish in daylight and enjoy it. James’s aim was 

to RACE it. Hmmm. I was allowed a quick trip to the loo but the change of socks 

& shoes, the cuppa, the sit down were not to be. Archie was there with extra supplies 

which I ignored (the supplies not him) but I did stuff a handful of crisps in my 
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mouth, glugged down some water and off we went again. The climb up to Dale 

Head is steep and tiring but this wasn’t one of the 10, so we were able to head down 

before the summit to Dale Head Tarn (recce work paying off again) & then up to 

High Spy (Peak 9). I’m very tired now but luckily there is quite a lot of downhill 

running to do. We passed another woman on the way up to High Spy. She was 

young and quite distinctive in bright yellow tights. The final peak (Maiden Moor) 

is small and quite indistinct and we had to use the map for the first time. James is 

good at map reading & we retraced our steps a bit to find the dibbing point. After 

this we saw “lumo tights” in front of us - how could she have passed us unless she 

missed the checkpoint?  

It’s nice easy running now with great views of Cat Bells, Derwent Water, Keswick 

& Skiddaw, but I’m exhausted. James kept the pressure on and encouraged me to 

keep going and I managed a sort of run/shuffle/walk routine to Portinscale and on 

over the lovely footbridge to Keswick and finally into Fitz Park besides the river 

Greta where Archie was waiting to cheer us in. It was wonderful to finish not only 

in daylight but in a time of 11hr 16mins. I would have been very happy with 15 hrs. 

James had his sights on 12 hrs. I was over the moon  

when I was told I was 5th woman. But “lumo tights” had indeed missed the final 

checkpoint and the following day when everything was checked she was 

disqualified. Poor lass. So now I was 4th woman. Amazing. We were 23rd overall 

out of 77 finishers with the slowest runner taking 19hrs 36mins Wow! So chuffed!! 

Maybe it is a RACE after all.  

Post script: About 4 hours later, I ended up in A&E in Penrith feeling weak, 

hyperventilating and shaking. I then went in a flashing blue light ambulance up the 

M6 to Carlisle (I’m sure that would have been very exciting if I had been feeling a 

bit more perky). To cut a long story short, I spent the night and the whole of the 

next day in hospital mainly lying on a bed in a very hot ward in a hospital gown 

connected to a saline drip. The drip worked wonders and by Sunday evening I felt 

more or less normal.  

Oh, and James still thinks it’s always sunny in the Lakes.  
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Survival of the Fittest 
Neill Stabbs 

Sometime in July last year, Kate and I returned from a holiday in Norway and 

started planning for 2018. After a bit of discussion we settled on two weeks in 

Canada, combining the Canadian Rockies with the west coast of British Columbia. 

We were both looking forward to a bit of sightseeing, relaxing and plenty of 

running. When Kate suggested looking for a race while we were over there, I 

jumped at the chance and we started on some research. It didn’t take long to find 

the Coast Mountain Trail Series, based around the range of mountains running north 

from Vancouver. 

With 6 races spread throughout the year, there were plenty of options in terms of 

location and distance, but all had one thing in common – lots of ascent. However, 

the race that best fitted our itinerary was the Survival of the Fittest, 11 miles and 

1000m of ascent on the mountain bike trails above Squamish. As a lifelong climber, 

this also provided the perfect opportunity for a bit of climbing, with Squamish being 

home to some of North America’s finest summer bouldering. I couldn’t wait! 

So, fast forward to May 2018 and the trip was getting closer. The pre-race email 

arrived and was unlike any I’d had before – “Due to the cold spring, the snowline 

is lower than normal at this time of year. A Black bear and cub have been sighted 

in the area of the race route, forced down from the higher mountains as their normal 

food sources are not yet available. Please read these helpful tips on what to do in 

the event of contact with a bear.” Definitely not the objective dangers you would 

normally look out for on Totley Moor. But all was well, because we had a bear bell 

to warn them off! 

The first week in Canada was spent in the Rockies, exploring Banff and Jasper and 

driving the incredible Icefields Parkway. We managed to squeeze in a few hilly runs 

in preparation, with the tough climb up Tunnel Mountain from Banff, the steadier 

ascent to Pyramid Lake from Jasper and even a hill reps session in Canmore. Week 
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2 started with some proper tourist activities on Vancouver Island and a few runs 

exploring the beaches of the Pacific Rim National Park. 

3 days to race day and a long day of travel took us from the temperate rainforest of 

Vancouver Island to Vancouver North Shore and the short drive to Squamish. We 

checked in at possibly the best AirBnB of the trip with a view over Howe Sound 

and the rock monolith of Stawamus Chief. The next day I got to indulge myself 

with a few Squamish bouldering classics, followed by a recce of Saturday’s race  

route. 
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The race follows one long trail (the imaginatively-named Climb Trail) to the highest 

point of the race before a steep descent and an undulating second half. To give each 

trail some identity, mountain bikers have named each line – names like Another 

Man’s Gold, Bonsai and Hoods in the Woods. Heading up the first climb, we 

stopped and looked at the inadequate trail map on my phone and tried to work out 

where next. We obviously looked lost as a passing mountain biker stopped to see 

where we wanted to go. “We’re trying to find Angry Midget” was our reply. Having 

found the grumpy dwarf, we took a shortcut to the halfway point and then headed 

back in the direction of the car. We arrived back a few navigational errors later, 

slightly parched and wishing we’d taken it a bit easier so close to race day! 
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When we arrived for the 9am start, it was already hot. Following a liberal coating 

of suncream and a quick warm-up, we lined up with 200 other runners for the off. 

The gun went and after the usual sprint start from a few overly optimistic fun-

runners, I slotted into the top 10 for the long climb. After the familiar first few miles, 

it became clear that our recce had only covered about half of the main climb of the 

race. Following a short respite, the trail kicked up again – almost 5 miles of uphill 

in total and all disappointingly runnable! Then after what seemed like eternity, the 

gradient changed and all that hard-earned height was lost over a couple of miles on 

Angry Midget (which would be absolutely terrifying on a bike!). 

It turns out that most Canadian trail runners aren’t as good downhill as uphill, so I 

consolidated my position in the top 10. No bear sightings were made, so the only 

objective dangers were a few wayward tree roots. Although the majority of the 

climbing had passed, the second half was a battle against tired legs and 

heat/humidity, as the lack of training put paid to any hopes I had of moving up the 

field. Luckily, there was no repeat of the nav issues and as soon as I turned left onto 
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Hoods in the Woods, I knew the end was in sight. Down the long switchbacks, along 

Poop Alley, over the river and then back up the final climb to the slowest sprint 

finish ever seen. 

A quick count of the other runners confirmed I was 7th. 20 minutes later, Kate 

crossed the line (51st, 16th lady) still smiling, as ever. We cheered tired looking 

runners streaming in for the next 40 minutes or so and then headed off for a well-

earned burger and a last wander around Squamish. The next day it was back to 

Vancouver for the flight home, a return to real life and planning the next trip. 

Running West of the Border 
Colin Osborne 

July 2017, the midst of the midweek fell race season, and Steve Franklin and Sam 

Brentnall’s posts about the Snowdon Trail Marathon popped up on the Totley 

Facebook page. I fancied trying races outside the Peaks and persuaded my Dark 

Peak friend Chris Duffy that we should enter for 2018. Since the course profile 

showed the marathon summiting at 20 miles, we decided the half marathon might 

be more sensible (at least the first time around). 

From sensible beginnings, we got carried away. Chris is a fan of ultras and had 

walked the Welsh 3,000s in his youth. The challenge is to get to the tops of all the 

Welsh 3,000 ft peaks in one day. The time starts on the summit of the first peak and 

ends on the last, with the usual route starting on Snowdon and heading north, ending 

15 summits and 26-or-so miles later. We decided to try running it in September ‘just 

for fun’. I was apprehensive about the whole thing. Runs longer than 10 or 15 miles 

are not my forte, and I’ve had some unpleasant experiences of bonking during the 

Yorkshire Three Peaks race and the Edale Skyline (twice). Still, nothing ventured, 

nothing gained. 

The Welsh 3,000s is a long day out and there’s not enough space for a full report 

here. But lots of firsts for me. A 5 am start from Pen-y-Pass and my first time up a 

proper mountain in the dark. Amazing how busy Snowdon is at that time, even in 

torrential rain! My first time on the infamous ridge of Crib Goch – I was pretty 
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anxious. It had rained hard on our way up, so the rock was slippery, but we took our 

time and were rewarded with a stunning dawn at the summit as the clouds swept 

away. A brilliant day on the hills, long brutal climbs, scrambles up to rocky 

summits, slipping down wet boggy grass or sliding down loose scree slopes. The 

moonscapes of the Glyderau and the foggy tops of the Carneddau. Eating and eating 

and running all day. A grumpy, cursing low point on the detour to Yr Ellen and a 

shivering finish on Foel Fras as the fuel tank ran empty. Thanks to Chris for keeping 

me going through the lows. All great type 2 fun. 

Fast forward to 2018, and another race over the same terrain seemed like a good 

idea. After a few days walking with the kids in autumn half term, I’d got to know 

the hills a bit better and the Snowdon Trail Half now seemed a bit tame (seriously). 

Chris had just become a dad, so had more important things going on, but entries for 

the Welsh 1,000 m Peaks Race opened and I entered enthusiastically. This is a 

shorter version of the 3,000s. It covers “only” the five 1,000 m peaks in Wales, 

starting in a field by the sea and finishing 20 miles later on top of Snowdon. Having 

done the 3,000s, I knew some serious training and reccies would be needed, so I 

spent the spring getting my long runs up over 20 miles, eating hummus sandwiches 

and flapjacks while running, and climbing lots. I’ve learned some things about 

myself. I love long hill reps and getting into a rhythm on the climbs but, however 

lovely the scenery, I’ve really had enough of running after 3 hours. 

I’m the king of the world! Chris takes on Crib Goch at dawn. Welsh 3,000s. 
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Sam Mellor was cheerfully up for a reccie weekend in April, and we were blessed 

with the most amazing hot, sunny Saturday. An early start and we were up on the 

Carneddau scoping out route choices for the first half of the 1,000s. It was a long, 

hot 20 mile day out in the mountains, the views from the tops were stunning, and it 

felt great to be out. But somehow I didn’t lace my fell shoes tight enough, and by 

the end I had bruised toes and enormous raw blisters on my heels. Conditions on 

Sunday were less promising – the wind picked up and the cloud came down onto 

the tops for our reccie of the second section over the Glyderau. As the Gribin ridge 

narrowed and the wind hit us sideways, we had some misgivings, but got over the 

airy scrambling section with no trouble and navigated our way through the cloud 

over Glyder Fawr and down to Pen-y-Pass. Tender heels on the way back over the 

top but, all in all, a great weekend away. Thanks to Sam for being such good running 

company. 

After spending another gloriously sunny weekend in Snowdonia with my son, Alex, 

the weather could only get worse for the race. Arriving with my family the day 

before the 1,000s race, there were heavy rain showers and lightning on the tops. 

Luckily it settled overnight, but the cloud came down and there was a thick blanket 

down to 600 m on race day. The event itself is a low-key affair. Locally organized 

I’m the king of the world! Sam conquers the Carneddau. Welsh 1,000 m 

race reccie 
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for many years, it was well under control, but the kind of event where runners have 

to look after themselves out on the hills. At registration and on the bus to the start 

there was a real sense of camaraderie among the 100-or-so starters for the full 

distance fell race (there are also half distance and walking challenge events), and I 

met a couple from Beauchief, weirdly enough. 

After all the prep, it was great to get started from a cow field by the sea, and we 

began our gradual ascent up the valley to the Aber Falls. Runners split above the 

falls, taking their favourite routes on the first big ascent across the heather, but as 

we were enveloped by cloud it was good to have company, and small groups of 

companions formed to navigate across the relatively flat Carneddau tops. 

Compasses came out and it was hard to know at times whether to simply follow the 

group (did they really know where they were going?) or make my own route 

choices. On the whole it worked, and eventually after two-and-a-half hours, ten 

Left: Sam and Colin bake in the heat on Carnedd Llewelyn, Welsh 1,000 m 

race reccie. 

Right: What a difference a day makes. Trying out the rain gear on Glyder 

Fawr. 
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miles and two peaks, we emerged from the cloud and dropped into the Ogwen 

valley. 

At this point I began to tie up. Perhaps I’d got too carried away racing on the descent 

(it wouldn’t be the first time), but the legs weren’t feeling too special and energy 

levels were dipping as we hit the brutal straight-up ascent of Glyder Fawr via Y 

Gribin. It was tough and hot. Keep eating, keep drinking, keep going, it’ll come 

back. I slipped places and really struggled on the scramble that had seemed so 

straightforward with Sam. Into the cloud again, and the route down to Pen-y-Pass 

was not so clear. Not the best route, but I got there (and someone even followed me, 

the fool). Time to eat and drink before the Pyg Track up Snowdon. 

Some fizz returned as the track kicked up, but it was always going to be hard. And 

long, much longer than I remembered. The Pyg Track on a Saturday afternoon is 

rammed with people like Meadowhall, but at least they were a distraction and I kept 

it together until the finish. One foot in front of the other. It was brilliant to finally 

meet my family cheering at the top, and they were even willing to share their warm 

Coke which tasted so, so good. Weirdly, Clare Howarth and Becky Boston were up 

there too, Totley on tour. Funny who you see on top of mountains! The walk down 

to Llanberis was slow on stiff legs. I’m not really cut out for this sort of long race, 

but it was very satisfying to have finished in a (moderately) respectable time, around 

what I expected and with no hideous bonk to report. 

And now, last weekend, my Welsh adventure finished where it started, with the 

Snowdon Trail Half Marathon that Chris and I entered 12 months ago. We’d both 

almost forgotten about it. Travelling over to Wales for the fifth time this year, we 

were unsure what to expect and not terribly optimistic about how we’d do. The 

event turned out to be a much bigger affair than the 1,000s. Corporate sponsors, 

tents, flags, barriers for the run into the finish and a timing gantry. But very friendly, 

a great atmosphere and blazing sunshine. 

The half marathon route ascends Snowdon via the Ranger Track, turns left at the 

summit and descends via the Llanberis Path, with a final sting-in-the-tail loop 

climbing up around the slate quarry across the lake. We both gave ourselves a good 

talking-to before the start. Don’t go off too fast, save something for the sting. Be 

sensible. 
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Being amongst 750 runners at the start was exciting, and ‘not going off too fast’ 

took self-control. But I reined it in, and planned to pick off runners one-by-one on 

the climb. It felt great to be out in sunny Wales again as the slope ramped up. Unlike 

the 1,000s, the climb was very runnable, and the plan was working. Runners were 

strung out as we entered the cloud and approached the summit, but there were still 

people to pass. The descent was fast and rocky. Once again, loosely laced shoes 

meant sore feet and bruised toes (lessons learned?). Energy plummeted as the slope 

kicked up for the sting in the tail, but everyone had slowed down by now, I was still 

passing people, and soon the finish was in sight. There didn’t seem to be many in 

the finishing pen, which bode well for a high finish. 

As it turned out, a good result, a prize, and a really enjoyable race. Run out of the 

same Llanberis field as the 1,000 m race, but different in character. More runnable, 

shorter, faster, a bigger field, more corporate (but corporate like the Round Sheffield 

Run, rather than the Sheffield Half Marathon). As the leg stiffness eases, time to 

reflect. I’ve really enjoyed this year’s Welsh adventure. Experiences to remember 

and enjoy again. Lessons learned about navigation, eating and pacing on the big 

stuff. Chris is talking about another crack at the 3,000s in drier conditions, who 

Left: Another sunny day in Wales. Colin and Alex on Tryfan in May. 

Right: Totley on Tour. Colin at the Snowdon finish of the Welsh 1,000 m 

Peaks Race. 
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knows? But one attempt at the 1,000 m race was enough for me. Entries open this 

week for the 2019 Snowdon Marathon. Maybe it’s time to get an entry in for next 

year? 

Results 

Welsh 3,000s Challenge (16th September 2017), 10 hours 16 min, just for fun. 

Welsh 1,000m Peaks Race (Sat 2nd June 2018), 5 hours 33 min, 29th overall, 15th 

V40. 

Snowdonia Trail Half Marathon (Sun 15th July 2018), 2 hours 8 min, 12th overall, 

3rd V40. 

Kate Burge from Sea to Summit 

14.5km/1129m 14/7/18 
Jeremy & Pat 

This was our second visit to the Isle of Man for an English Championship fell 

race. Last time it was at Port Erin in the south west, this time it was Laxey on the 

East coast. We flew from Manchester and stayed in a brilliant B&B at Baldrine 

which is 3 miles from the start. Pat tried to recce the route the day before but she 

got lost & got five horsefly bites - 1st trip to the chemist! We travelled on the electric 

railway to the start. The race is in memory of Kate and it is obvious from the name 

that you run from the sea at Old Laxey to the summit of Snaefell, mostly uphill but 

some steep downs. You cross the mountain railway twice & the TT course once. It 

was a beautiful day with clear visibility but coming off one of the check points Pat 

was uncertain & was grateful for Kate Turner's help.  

The train down was free to runners, all looking where they had just run. 2nd trip to 

the chemist as Pat's leg was so swollen with an allergic reaction to the bites. Then 
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back to the beach for a party, a good band, beer & pizza, & we even got a lift back 

to the B&B with Kate & Neil. 

Sam asked us to explain the Championship races so you can stop reading here if 

you already know! The details are all in the FRA Handbook, which all members 

get, or on the website. There are two Championships, the English & the British. The 

English has six races: 2 long, 2 medium & 2 short with generally 4 races to count 

with at least one from each category. Anyone can take part but they are tough (think 

Edale Skyline/Buttermere) and attract many of the best runners in the country. This 

particular race was a medium & was the 4th event of the year with Turner 

Landscape still to go on 11th August & Cautley Horseshoe on 15th September. 

Races and venues change each year and often early entry is necessary. Results of 

the race can be found on the website. 
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3Peaks Bike Race 

A two-wheeled adventure 
Samuel Thompson 

This was the inaugural edition of the 3Peaks Bike Race 

(http://www.adventurebikeracing.com/threepeaksbikerace.html), an unsupported 

bikepacking race which started in Vienna and finished in Nice. The route planning 

was the responsibility of each rider, with 3 mandatory checkpoints kindly situated 

at the top of mountain passes - the Passau Giau, the Furkapass and the Col du 

Galibier. 14 competitors from across Europe took to the road in Vienna and, in 

short, I came in first after covering around 950 miles and 90,000 ft of elevation in 

4 days and 22 hours. 
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It really was an all-consuming experience and the unsupported nature of the race 

makes it just as much a mental challenge as a physical one. I had to arrange all my 

accommodation along the route - not knowing exactly how far I'd get each day; 

source places to find (lots of) food – not easy at odd hours in remote places; and fix 

(or find help fixing) my bike – mending a puncture with cold hands isn't 

straightforward! A lot of this meant I had to rely on the generosity of others and I 

came across some real acts of kindness. Particularly when arriving in Andermatt at 

10:30pm in search of food and I roof, I asked for guidance from a group of guys in 

army uniform (in Switzerland, yes!). They showed me where the only place still 

serving food was and called a hostel in the next town to ask if they had a room 

available for me. Without them it could have been a chilly, hungry night! 

A highlight for me was climbing the Col du Galibier, an iconic route in the French 

Alps which is 35km in length and took 3 and a half hours to reach the top of. The 

pass had only opened the week previous, having been closed for winter, and as I 
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neared the top a drizzly mist descended, the temperature dropped to low single 

figures and the chilly winds picked up. To top it off, there was still snow lying on 

the ground. I'm sure I saw a couple of people in cars turn around, rather than crest 

the summit in those conditions! Descending the other side was a bracing experience 

as I could feel the chill, even wearing four layers and I was grateful to find a 

restaurant open half way down where I could warm up and dry off over a hot 

chocolate and crepe. 

I find it difficult to succinctly summarise experiences like this but hopefully this 

gives a flavour. I have also attached some photos - I didn't take many photos myself 
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along the way but, then again, no one asked Bradley Wiggins to see his photos when 

he won the Tour de France ;) 

 
Warsaw Marathon, Poland 

Your Guide to a Hassle Free Trip 
Stephen Pope 

We flew from Liverpool Saturday to Tuesday with Wizz Air. We always take 

hand luggage only for these short breaks. A recent development is that all bags after 

the first 90 have to go in the hold, so you have to pay an extra fiver or so to avoid 

this. 
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As always, you have to pick up numbers from the Expo and it's best to do this before 

going to the hotel, just to get it out of the way. With hindsight we should have taken 

a taxi as the Warsaw bus system and my Polish do not make a good combination.  

We stayed at the hotel Polonia Palace which I'd strongly recommend. Nicest place 

I've ever stayed and a 30 minute walk to the start for the price of a Travelodge. 

The weather was perfect for running, like a nice September day in the UK. The first 

half of the course is flat and fast, the second has a few hills but nothing serious. Not 

huge numbers of spectators but lots of clapping and encouragement from those that 

had come out to watch. 

At the finish there was a pasta meal and I was presented with the Vet 50 Trophy by 

the Mayor. He whispered an apology in perfect English that the inscription actually 

said "Third Place Male" on all the awards due to a printing error. He asked for my 

home address so that he could send me a replacement, but I explained that it was of 

no concern as nobody who visited my house could speak Polish anyway. He seemed 

very amused by this. 

Much of Warsaw was destroyed in WW2 so it lacks many nice buildings, but the 

locals are very friendly. The city has a nice feel and it really is very reasonably 

priced. All young people speak good English which is just as well as menus etc are 

incomprehensible. The food is hearty and they love beer. Before leaving, we visited 

the Museum of the Warsaw Uprising which is well worth a look. 

Milan Marathon 

An Italian Adventure 

Richard Bulmer 

When I was 40 I ran the London Marathon. I loved it but I missed a sub-4 hour 

time by 7 seconds. Well that spurred me on. I set two targets, to run under 4 hours 

and to do a marathon every year till I was 50. In October 2017, at 49 years of age I 

slogged round the York Marathon in 3 hours 59 seconds and completed my 
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marathon a year challenge. I also got a lovely medal with a steam train on it. I do 

like a nice locomotive. 

So when supping a pint last year with Julie, my long suffering marathon widow who 

patiently listens to my tribulations about whether I have ran enough miles, have 

eaten enough bananas and always agrees that I should buy another pair of trainers. 

Julie had a brainwave. I should do an Italian Marathon a year in my fifties. I spotted 

the ulterior motive, an opportunity for us to travel on lovely Italian Frecciarossa 

trains. I'm sure it was the trains that inspired Julie, not the stylish Italians, the dolce 

vita of red wine and pasta or the Renaissance culture. 

So in October just after my 50th birthday I delved into the internet and typed in 

Italian Marathons and a Dantesque Divine Comedy of opportunities emerged. But 

which one? Milan in April met with gleeful smile from Julie. I think it was the idea 

of a visit to the cathedral like Milan railway station that filled her heart with joy. 

So on 8th April I was on the starting line at Corso Venezia, Milan. 
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In the three months from 

January, several Totley 

runners met up for 

Sunday morning runs, an 

informal Spring 

Marathon group had 

established - Liz Lewin 

(London Marathon), 

Chris Lawson 

(Blackpool), Fiona 

Kesteven (Manchester) 

and De La Salle Cricket 

friend, James Hartley 

(Brighton). Sunday 

mornings had become a 

time to meet up and run 

the flat canal path from 

Tapton Lock in the 

snow, ice, rain, damp 

and even the occasional 

winter sunshine. 

My preparation had been 

spot on. I'd ran over 500 

miles in January, 

February and March, lost a stone in weight and my race times had speeded up. I did 

the hilly Liversidge Half Marathon in 1 hour 40 minutes in February and felt good. 

Before the race I had a month of pre-race angst about what pace strategy to follow. 

Should I be super ambitious and push to beat my previous best of 3.26 (Edinburgh 

2014)? Should I be conservative and just enjoy Milan? I decided to try and get 3 

hours 29 minutes and 59 seconds. 

The day before was an opportunity to enjoy Italian pasta and do a little sightseeing 

but a mostly a restful day. 
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The hotel was round the corner from the start. An easy walk to the starting pen 

amongst the excited and nervous throng of mostly Italians running the marathon. 

The ticker tape start was smooth. I soon got into a comfortable stride eating up the 

kilometres at a steady 5 minute per km pace. At 10km the race swept past the Gothic 

Duomo, the third biggest cathedral in the world, the church bells chimed. I felt great 

running in the spring sunshine. The race headed for the Milanese suburbs. I passed 

the half marathon marker in 1 hour 44 minutes. I was loving it. 

At 25km the marathon hit the San Siro Stadium, home of both Milan football teams. 

It's an impressive and brutalistic concrete cathedral to football. It was also when the 

marathon became brutal for me. I was feeling tired and knew a sub-3.30 was beyond 

me. The sunshine was accompaniment, the camaraderie of fellow runners was good 

and it was time to just enjoy the privilege of running in a beautiful city. 

My pace gradually slowed over the next 10 miles but I kept running. The water 

stops every 5km became precision targets. My slowest km was still at 6 minutes. 

The finish line was in sight and I had enough in my legs to push through the pain. 

The generous Italians were shouting 'allez, allez' as the finishers were returning to 

Corso Venezia. 

My finishing time was 3 hours 45 minutes and 58 seconds. 

The beer at the end was sumptuous. In the evening we got a tram to the bohemian 

Navgli, the pasta and red wine were perfect and the atmospheric street cafes 

provided more opportunity for rehydration. 

Next up. The Venice Marathon in October. More opportunity for Julie to enjoy 

Italian trains. 
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Paris Marathon 

Jed Hirst 

This is me in the Paris marathon on April 8th this year. I finished in 3:12:47, 

which is my marathon PB. I really feel I owe it to Totley AC  
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Porto Marathon, Portugal 

Your Guide to a Hassle Free Trip 

Stephen Pope 

We flew from Manchester Saturday to Tuesday with Easyjet. 

Despite being November, Porto was having a heatwave and it was really warm. We 

took the convenient train/ tram thing to the obligatory Expo where you pick up your 

number and goody bag which amusingly contained a bar of soap, a device for 

holding your phone to your arm and a voucher offering free entry to the planetarium. 

Porto is on the coast by the river Douro. We stayed at the hotel Vincci Porto just up 

from an impressive metal bridge which was designed by the same Eiffel who was 

responsible for the tower in Paris. Couldn't fault either the hotel or bridge. 

Next morning it was already warm when we left our hotel. Volunteers dressed as 

giant bottles were giving out suncream before the start. The course was fairly flat 

but challenging because of the heat and long sections where the road is made from 

flat stone cobbles. They aren't particularly uncomfortable to run on but probably 

slow you a bit. We both found our times were 5-10 mins slower than normal. There 

were plenty of lively spectators and having your country's flag printed on your 

number was a nice touch. At the finish it was 25 degrees and lots of finishers looking 

the worse for wear so hardly any queue for alcohol free beer and apples. There is 

also a 15km race held at the same time. 

Porto doesn't have all the spectacular buildings of Rome or Barcelona but it is a nice 

place to relax in as it is compact and  great value and we spent the next day 

wandering round the city eating and drinking. Sitting outside a cafe in the sunshine 

we watched a teacher with a group of pupils presumably on a school trip. All were 

smoking, several were drinking beer and when they left, the waitress called them 

back because one of the kids had forgotten their lighter! 
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Returning home, airport security was a breeze with no notice taken of electronics 

or water bottles we were left to ponder one of the great questions in life. Why does 

every airport in the world sell giant Toblerones? 

 

Grindleford Gallop 

Saturday 17th March 

With sunshine blazing, warm weather and a general lack of rain, it’s easy to 

forget that the year started very differently. A series of races (Wolfs Pit, High Peak 
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Marathon) got cancelled due to snow. Despina Berdini got to mile 43 of an Ultra 

before the race got cancelled. 

But a few races went ahead! And as ever, a few Totley AC runners were out offering 

various degrees of encouragement and support!  

Photos: Susan Hird 
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Langsett 10k 

Saturday 17th March 

Jane Harriman,  Helen Clarke, 

Jan Hutton 

Come and do a trail race with 

me for a change Helen said - 

somewhere different she said!  I 

Managed to persuade Jan to 

come  too but forgot to mention 

the hill.   The day before, some 

races were being cancelled due to 

heavy snow - but not ours. We 

headed up there in the snow 

slightly worried but feeling 

reassured that the organiser had 

run the course early morning and 

it was ok. The 13 miler was 

cancelled so everyone did the 10 

k.  We set off in a blizzard and 

didn’t see any of the lovely 

views.  Conditions just got worse but we powered up the hill (s) and running was 

treacherous!  I know I’m a fairly slow runner but the snow came down so fast that 

it covered the tracks of those in front!    

We all got back safely but the snow never stopped.  It would be great to go back in 

the summer and see the great views that we missed.   Apparently last year was really 

muddy so I wonder what next year will bring! 
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Chicken Run Fell Race 

Saturday 14th April 
Mandy Moore 

Category: BS - this could stand for Beautiful Scenery or Bloody Scary if you were 

descending as fast as Lee must have been 

Distance: 9.4km / 5.8m 

Climb: 322m / 1056ft 

Venue: Hayfield Primary School, Swallow House Lane, SK22 2HB 

From running 20 races a year I’d been lazy and not done any proper fell races since 

June 2015 and had a cold for 3 weeks, many would say this wasn’t good race 

preparation but in my experience it’s better to just go and do it ( or JFDI !) you will 

only get fitter by racing and even if you have a sluggish race you will always enjoy 

being out with your Totley buddies.  

I have done many Hayfield races over the years but not this one & don’t know why 

it has its name. I didn’t see any chickens but there were a couple of lambs you could 

cuddle at the start. When I asked Pat where the start was, her reply of “in the middle 

of the daffodils” was accurate. It all seemed very friendly and low key on a beautiful 

spring Saturday morning and a civilised 11am start; so much better than 9:30 on a 

Sunday.  

The typical fell race profile of up, across the top and down again was more of less 

true and was all runnable (although fast walking was also allowed). As I peaked the 

highest point the view over Kinder reservoir was fantastic and I thought we were 

going to have to run all the way round the res. Then Lee Kemp popped up over the 

hill on his way home and I thought, how the hell has he got all the way round and 

back so quick? I soon realised that although he was running amazingly fast, we 

didn’t go all the way round but did a sharp U turn and came back on ourselves - 

phew! I soon realised that my technical skills were very rusty and stumbled though 

rock and mud whilst loving being back on the hills. There was a fantastic long grass 

and mud descent back to the village and home where the green vests were there to 
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cheer you home and then sit and have coffee and cake in the sun together. What a 

great morning  

Position Name Club Category Position Time 

1 Lee Kemp Totley 1 41:29 

6 Colin Osborne Totley 2nd MV40 45:27 

14 Shaun Parkin Totley 3rd MV40 48:29 

17 Marc Jacobs Totley 3rdMV50 49:24 

28 Caz Kay Totley 1st F 51:27 

31 Richard Knowles Totley  51:59 

32 Richard Snowden Totley  51:59 

57 Pat Goodall Totley 2ndFV60 57:43 

87 Vanessa Smith Totley 3rdFV40 1:06:43 

90 Caryl Hartwright Totley 3rdFV60 1:09:35 

92 Jeremy Brayshaw Totley  1:09:50 

999 Mandy Moore Totley  1:13:29 
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Bollington 

Saturday 5th May 
Mandy Moore 

It was 2013 last time I had run this race and remember it being tough but enjoyable 

with amazing views. This years weather was to be the best of the year so far with 

temperatures around 30 degrees C at 2pm when the race starts. 

Set over 5.7 miles of challenging terrain, with 1200 ft ascent traversing Kerridge 

Hill, White Nancy and Nab Hill. 

The fee of £10 includes entry to the race, a free pint, a tasty helping of chilli and 

rice and a goody bag! Profits from the race are split 50% to Buxton Mountain 

Rescue and 50% to Bollington Festival. 

Although not allowed to run anymore, Andrew decided to not to miss out on the fun 

and set off well in advance on his mountain bike planning to arrive at Bollington in 

time to see the race set off. He then helped with handing out goodie bags at the end  

before enjoying a pint and then we were able to throw the bike in the back of the 

car and drive home together. 

1   Simon Harding  M40   Macclesfield Harriers   00:40:32 

49    Gillian Lindsey  W40   Macclesfield Harriers   00:49:41 

246   Mandy Moore  W50   Totley     01:13:41 

285 finished from 291 starters 
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Cressbrook 

Saturday 12th May 
Mandy Moore 

Distance: 10.5km / 6.5m 

Climb: 350m / 1148ft 

How lovely to have a local Saturday morning race starting at a civilised time, it 

gave you plenty of time to arrive and socialise with running buddies you hadn’t seen 

for a while. Surprisingly few Totlies but perhaps they had previous experience of 

the course and decided it wasn’t for them? I actually found the first climb really 

tough and the dreaded uphill finish not so bad. I almost went walk about down in 

the valley as there wasn’t a marshal at a crucial turn but luckily a Dark Peak buddy 

shouted me back.  It finishes at the social club and every runner gets a free pint (you 

choose alcohol or non alcoholic) and food is available to it was very pleasant. Great 

result for Jake & Rob and lovely to see Maxine out racing again. 

1 Oli  Johnson Dark Peak  MSEN  44:12 

2 Jake  Lane  Totley AC MSEN  44:19 

15 Caroline Brock  Steel City   WSEN  51:47 

17 Robert  Owen  Totley AC M50  52:58 

115 Maxine  Ison    Totley AC W50  1:17:35 

121  Mandy  Moore     Totley AC     W50        1:18:27 
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Kimmy Kanter 

Tuesday 5th June 
Mandy Moore 

Distance: 10.5km / 6.5m 

Climb: 350m / 1148ft 

One of my favourite little races which I was sad to miss through injury last year so 

pleased to be back. I love the section where you run through fields and luckily this 

year a change of route added more fields and less shady woodland so I was very 

happy. As usual it was a wonderful hot evening and a record number of people 

turned out for the race but luckily fewer people than usual went to the prize giving 

in the pub afterwards and so there was a surplus of chip butties to go round and 

Colin and I took advantage of this.  

1 Jordan Street   Clowne  22:33 

14 Colin Lynch  Totley    25:08 

17 Jennifer Rich  Striders  25:17 

134 Mandy Moore  Totley  35:07 

204 finished
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Keep on running!  


